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Abstract

Monte Carlo integration is firmly established as the basis for most practical realistic image synthesis algorithms because of its flexibility and generality. However, the visual quality of rendered images often suffers
from estimator variance, which appears as visually distracting noise. The current shift in the computer
graphics industry towards Monte Carlo rendering has sparked renewed interest in effective, practical noise
reduction techniques that are applicable to a wide range of rendering effects, and easily integrated into
existing production pipelines.
In this course, we survey recent advances in image-space adaptive sampling and reconstruction (filtering)
algorithms for noise reduction, which have proven effective at reducing the computational cost of Monte
Carlo techniques in practice. These techniques reduce variance by either controlling the sampling density
over the image plane, and/or aggregating samples in a reconstruction step, possibly over large image regions
in a way that preserves scene detail. To do this, they apply statistical techniques to sets of samples to drive
the adaptive sampling and reconstruction process. In some cases, they use the statistical analysis to set the
parameters for filtering. In others, they estimate the errors of several reconstruction filters, and select the
best filter locally to minimize error. In this course, we aim to provide an overview for practitioners to assess
these approaches, and for researchers to identify open research challenges and opportunities for future work.
In an introduction, we will first situate image-space adaptive sampling and reconstruction in the larger
context of variance reduction for Monte Carlo rendering, and discuss its conceptual advantages and potential
drawbacks. In the next part, we will provide details on five specific state-of-the-art algorithms. We will
provide visual and quantitative comparisons, and discuss advantages and disadvantages in terms of image
quality, computational requirements, and ease of implementation and integration with existing renderers.
We will conclude the course by pointing out how some of these techniques are proving useful in real-world
applications. Finally, we will discuss directions for potential further improvements.
This course brings together speakers that have made numerous contributions to image space adaptive
rendering, which they presented at recent ACM SIGGRAPH, ACM SIGGRAPH Asia, and other conferences.
The speakers bridge the gap between academia and industry, and they will be able to provide insights relevant
to researchers, developers, and practioners alike.

Intended audience
Industry professionals and researchers interested in recent advances in image space adaptive sampling and
reconstruction for reducing the noise of Monte Carlo rendering.

Prerequisites
Familiarity with rendering and with basic concepts of Monte Carlo integration as it is implemented in
modern rendering systems is expected.

Level of difficulty
Intermediate/Advanced
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Syllabus
• Introduction (15 min, Sen)
Objective: provide a motivation for the problem, give an idea of the effectiveness of image space
adaptive rendering
– Overview: a history of Monte Carlo rendering, overview of Monte Carlo integration, source of
variance in MC rendered images
– Previous approaches for variance reduction
– Introduction to adaptive sampling and reconstruction; early approaches for adaptive sampling
and filtering MC noise; explain renewed interest in the area
– Situating image space methods in the broader context of variance reduction techniques
• Algorithms: State-of-the-Art Case Studies (65 min)
Objective: provide details on existing state-of-the-art Monte Carlo denoising algorithms; discuss their
pros and cons in terms of image quality, computational requirements, ease of implementation and
integration with existing renderers.
– Leveraging general image denoising algorithms for MC denoising, based on work by Kalantari
and Sen [1] (7 min, Kalantari)
– Filtering the noise from the random parameters in Monte Carlo, based on work by Sen and
Darabi [2, 3] (10 min, Sen)
– Cross-bilateral and NL-means filtering with SURE-based error estimation and feature prefiltering, based on work by Rousselle et al. [4, 5] (20 min, Rousselle)
– Local weighted regression with explicit bias and variance estimation, based on work by Moon
et al. [6] (20 min, Yoon)
– Using machine learning to learn optimal filter parameters, based on work by Kalantari et al. [7]
(8 min, Kalantari)
• Conclusions (10 min, Zwicker)
Objective: highlight impact on industry, research opportunities and open challenges
– Summary of state-of-the-art work in adaptive sampling and reconstruction
– Adoption by industry
– Future research directions
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Recent Advances in Image Space Adaptive Sampling and Reconstruction

This course builds on a state-of-the-art (STAR) report on adaptive sampling and reconstruction that was
presented at Eurographics 2015 and will appear in the Computer Graphics Forum. The STAR report discusses both “a priori” and “a posteriori” methods for adaptive rendering. “A priori” methods analyze the
light transport equations and derive sampling rates and reconstruction filters from this analysis, for example
using frequency analysis or by estimating derivatives of light transport. In contrast, “a posteriori” methods
apply statistical techniques to sets of samples, which may be acquired using a conventional renderer, to drive
the adaptive sampling and reconstruction process.
This SIGGRAPH course focuses exclusively on “a posteriori’ methods in image space that are tailored
for high-end rendering. We believe these techniques are currently of most interest in the industry, and the
restriction to a narrower area allows us to present a highly focused course on a timely topic. We provide an
adapted version of the STAR report, focusing on image space techniques, as notes for the proposed course.
At the end of this document, we have also appended our tentative slides for the course. The final slides and
all course materials will be available on the course webpage at:
http://dx.doi.org/10.7919/F4H41PBV
4.1

Introduction

Today, Monte Carlo methods are widely accepted as the most practical methods for realistic image synthesis.
The rendering equation [8] formulates this problem as an integral over all light paths that connect any
point on a light source to a point on an image sensor. Monte Carlo methods estimate this integral by
randomly sampling light paths and accumulating their image contributions. Even simple Monte Carlo
rendering algorithms come with a number of very desirable properties: they are consistent, which means
that as the number of sampled paths increases, the estimated image converges to the correct solution; some
algorithms, like (bidirectional) path tracing, are also unbiased, that is, the expected value of the estimated
image corresponds to the correct solution and the error consists only of variance; and finally, they are
applicable to most scene configurations that are relevant in practice.
On the other hand, because only a limited number of random light paths can be sampled to compute
each image, all Monte Carlo methods suffer from variance in the estimated pixel values, which appears
as image noise. Unfortunately, computation times to obtain visually satisfactory results without noticeable
noise are often in the minutes and hours. Therefore, researchers have proposed a wide variety of noise or
variance reduction strategies over the years, from different path sampling strategies (importance sampling,
bidirectional techniques, Metropolis sampling) to statistical techniques (quasi-Monte Carlo sampling using
low-discrepancy sequences, density estimation, control variates), or signal processing methods (frequency
analysis, non-linear filtering), to name the most prominent ones. In this paper, we survey recent advances in
adaptive sampling and reconstruction, which have proven very effective at reducing the computational cost
of Monte Carlo techniques in practice.
The amount of variance generally varies greatly between local regions of rendered images. Adaptive sampling refers to techniques that control sampling densities based on previously acquired samples, in contrast
to sampling predetermined target densities, to distribute samples according to the local amount of variance.
Adaptive reconstruction computes output pixel values using locally defined reconstruction filters. These
filters reduce variance by sharing information between pixels, and by aggregating samples over larger image
regions, while trying to avoid blurriness. Adaptive sampling generally requires an adaptive reconstruction
6

step, while adaptive reconstruction may also be performed without adaptive sampling. A common strategy is
to sample and reconstruct iteratively, where the estimated reconstruction error determines sampling densities
in the next step.
Pioneering efforts in adaptive sampling and reconstruction occurred almost simultaneously with the development of the first Monte Carlo algorithms. For example, Mitchell [9] proposed a two-step approach
to adaptively sample the image plane considering a contrast metric inspired by human perception, and he
developed a reconstruction filter to deal with the nonuniform sample distributions. Parker and Sloan [10] and
Guo [11] sample the image plane using progressive refinement, and both apply polynomial reconstruction
filters. Ward et al.’s irradiance caching algorithm [12] sparsely and adaptively samples irradiance in the
image plane in a greedy fashion, and uses a custom tailored reconstruction strategy to interpolate irradiance
at each pixel. Inspired by these works, other researchers have considered more advanced perceptual error estimates [13, 14], or alternative reconstruction strategies such as splatting [15] and anisotropic diffusion [16].
Despite these early successes, recent advances in adaptive sampling and reconstruction have been significant,
reducing the number of samples often by orders of magnitudes without sacrificing quality compared to these
earlier methods.
As a starting point that sparked these advances, we would like to single out the work by Overbeck et al. [17],
who estimate the error of a 2D wavelet approximation of the rendered image after distributing an initial set
of samples, and then they iteratively add more samples. Here, sample densities and reconstruction filters are
derived a posteriori from the statistics of a set of samples. Hence, we call such methods “a posteriori”. While
this strategy goes back to the earliest adaptive sampling techniques [9], Overbeck’s approach combines it
with more powerful reconstruction filters, which was a crucial step paving the way for further advances.
4.2

Image Space Adaptive Sampling and Reconstruction

Instead of analyzing the light transport equations to derive local signal properties analytically, a posteriori
techniques statistically analyze sets of samples acquired using a Monte Carlo renderer with little additional
information. At the minimum these methods require local, usually per-pixel, estimates of variance. We
illustrate the generic template followed by many methods in this section in Figure 1. A key idea in most
techniques is to use a family of reconstruction filters and develop error estimates for the filter outputs, usually
using a mean squared error metric (MSE). In general, MSE can be expressed as a sum of squared bias and
variance, where bias corresponds to blurriness, and variance is residual noise from the input Monte Carlo
samples. A family of filters should provide a trade-off between bias and variance, and the goal is to locally
select the best filter that optimally balances bias and variance to minimize MSE. In addition, the local error
estimates also make it possible to control sampling densities. We organize our survey according to the types
of filters that are used, distinguishing multiscale filters (Section 4.2.1), filters designed for generic image
denoising (Section 4.2.2), and filters derived from auxiliary features (Section 4.2.3). Most approaches rely
on image space filtering because of its simplicity and efficiency.
A notable exception is the work by Hachisuka et al. [19], where they store samples in multidimensional path
space, which may include effects such as motion blur, depth of field, and soft shadows. They estimate the
local integration error incurred by an initial set of samples, and adaptively distribute more samples where
the error is highest in the multidimensional space. Hachisuka et al.’s method is agnostic of the underlying
rendering effects, and as a consequence, it cannot match the quality of specialized techniques. On the other
hand, this should in principle make it easier to apply the approach to arbitrary combinations of effects, but
developing efficient algorithms with higher dimensional path spaces is challenging.
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Figure 1: The generic template followed by many techniques discussed in Section 4.2. Typically, the iteration terminates when a
given sample budget is exhausted. This figure is adapted from Rousselle et al. [18].

4.2.1

Multiscale Filters

A family of filters obtained by scaling the support of a basis filter provides a natural trade-off between bias
and variance. Overbeck et al. [17] proposed an algorithm following the strategy outlined in Figure 1 using
Daubechies wavelets. They perform wavelet analysis of the rendered image and analyze its error using
Mitchell’s contrast metric [9]. They perform wavelet shrinkage [20], that is, they subtract a noise estimate
from individual wavelet coefficients, to minimize the error metric. In addition, they use the error metric to
adaptively distribute samples in the image plane focusing on regions with high error. Rousselle et al. [18]
observed that critically sampled wavelets lead to ringing artifacts when used for denoising. They obtain
higher filtering quality using Gaussian filters at several scales. They perform an MSE analysis by estimating
bias and variance separately, and they locally select the scale that minimizes the error. We visualize their
approach in Figure 2.
The main advantage of such multiscale filters is that they are very efficient to compute, facilitating potential
real-time applications. For example, Dammertz et al. [21] use wavelets for real-time filtering. On the other
hand, families of filters parameterized by a single scale parameter require small scales to filter complex
image structures without introducing blurriness. While including parameters to describe anisotropy should
be possible, this may not be enough to reach the quality of methods that enable even more complex filter
shapes, as described in the following sections.
4.2.2

Leveraging Image Denoising Filters

Image denoising filters developed by the image processing community to restore images corrupted by
spatially uniform noise have recently achieved impressive results [22–24]. Hence, it seems promising to
leverage these methods for adaptive sampling and reconstruction in Monte Carlo rendering.
Patch-based techniques compute denoising filters by assessing the similarity of local image patches. They
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Figure 2: Visualization of Gaussian filter scales (top left), brighter levels indicating larger filters. Adaptive sampling (top right,
brighter means more samples) places more samples where filters are small or where there is more noise due to defocus or soft
shadow effects. The bottom row shows an equal time quality comparison to naive random sampling.

are currently among the most successful filters for generic image denoising. A key idea is that similar
patches may be used for denoising within large neighborhoods, even globally over the whole image, without
introducing blurriness. This justifies the term “non-local”. The non-local means (NL-means) filter [23]
embodies the simplest implementation of the strategy. It generalizes bilateral filtering [25], which Xu and
Pattanaik [26] used for denoising in Monte Carlo rendering. Instead of weighting a neighboring pixel based
on the difference of its value to the center pixel, NL-means determines the weight based on the similarity
of small patches around the neighbor pixel and the center. Compared to bilateral filtering, NL-means is a
much more effective denoising filter, since the filter weights are more robust to noise in the input. Rousselle
et al. [4] exploit NL-means filtering for adaptive rendering, and modify it to cope with non-uniform noise
levels. Unfortunately, a full error analysis of NL-means is challenging because the filter itself depends on the
noisy input. Instead, Rousselle et al. only consider variance and neglect bias. They estimate output variance
simply using the per-pixel difference of two independent filtered images. The per-pixel variance estimate
then drives adaptive sampling.
Delbracio et al. [27] propose a similar non-local denoising approach. Instead of comparing patch similarity
based on pixel values, however, they gather histograms of sampled values at each pixel, and assess patch
similarity based on the differences of these histograms measured by the χ2 distance. In addition, they propose
a multiscale approach to remove low frequency noise. They demonstrate that their approach improves upon
NL-means filtering.
Kalantari and Sen [1] propose a generic method (Adaptive Multilevel Denoising, “AMLD” in the following,
see Table 1 for a list of acronyms) that is designed to operate with any denoising method for globally uniform
noise, such as BM3D [22], assuming that it has a parameter to adjust the filter to the global noise level. First,
they propose a novel per-pixel variance estimate using the median absolute deviation [20]. Then, to deal
with spatially nonuniform variance in Monte Carlo rendering, they propose to denoise the complete rendered
images several times, each time setting a different noise level. Finally, they compose the result image by
selecting pixels from the filter outputs with appropriate noise levels.
The techniques discussed here significantly improve the output quality compared to simple multiscale filters.
We show an example result in Figure 3. The methods mentioned here and in the previous subsection all
9
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Freq. analysis & sheared filter

AMLD with BM3D

Figure 3: A scene with motion blur and soft shadows (top left: reference, to right: 4spp). The figure compares the sheared filter for
motion blur derived from a frequency analysis [28] (bottom left) to adaptive reconstruction using generic image denoising filters [1]
(AMLD, bottom right). Both use four samples per pixel (top right) as input.

come with the advantage that they require minimal changes to an existing renderer. Besides noisy renderings
they only need per pixel statistics such as contrast [17] or variance [1, 4] estimates, or pixel histograms [27]
as inputs.
4.2.3

Filters using Auxiliary Features

Besides noisy images, it is easy to save auxiliary image features such as per-pixel normals, depth, or diffuse
reflectance from most Monte Carlo rendering systems. The feature images contain rich information about
image structures that can be exploited to design adaptive filters that preserve these structures. An early
approach by McCool [16] used depth and normal information to control anisotropic diffusion. More recently,
researchers explored the cross-bilateral filter [29, 30]. Here, the core idea is to derive the weight with which
a neighbor contributes to the filter output at a center pixel from the pairwise feature differences.
Sen and Darabi [2, 3] observed that the relation between the feature differences and filter weights should
depend on the degree to which the feature determines the true pixel value. After all, certain features are
highly dependent on the random parameters of the Monte Carlo process and are therefore not reliable for
filtering. They propose to measure this dependency by computing the mutual information between sample
features and the random parameters used to compute them. Their approach (Random Parameter Filtering,
or “RPF” in the following, see also Table 1) naturally handles noisy features, which occur when rendering
effects such as motion blur or depth of field.
A disadvantage of this approach is that the complexity of the algorithm depends on the number of samples
and can become expensive for more than a few dozen samples. In addition, while RPF is based on useful
intuition about the influence that features should have on the filter, it does not try to minimize the output
error directly, and methods based on explicit error estimation have proven superior at high sampling rates.
However, at low sampling rates (e.g., less than 16spp), the ability of RPF to detect noisy features can yield
improvements over other methods (see Figure 4). Furthermore, Park et al. [32] subsequently proposed a
modification of RPF whose complexity is independent of the number of samples without significant quality
degradation.
Li et al. [31] first introduced Stein’s unbiased risk estimator (SURE) to adaptive sampling and reconstruction
in rendering. SURE is a general technique to estimate the accuracy of a statistical estimator. Van De Ville
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Figure 4: Comparison of RPF [3] (main image) with SURE [31] and RDFC [5] (in close-ups) at a low, equal sampling rate (8spp).
RPF is most effective at such low sampling rates.

and Kocher [33] applied it to estimate global parameters in NL-means image denoising, and Li et al. showed
how to leverage it to obtain local, unbiased MSE estimates of cross-bilateral filters. They use a set of crossbilateral filters with spatial support windows of varying sizes, and select the best size at each pixel by picking
the filter leading to the smallest estimate of MSE using SURE. Their approach (“SURE” in the following,
see also Table 1) typically outperforms RPF presumably because it selects filters according to an actual
error estimate. In Figure 5 we show an equal-sample comparison between SURE, the axis-aligned filtering
technique based on a priori frequency analysis by Mehta et al. [34], and the approach by Kalantari and Sen
(AMLD) using BM3D. While Mehta et al. use GPU raytracing, the other methods are implemented on top
of PBRT [35]. The filtering overhead of SURE and AMLD is on the order of 30-40 seconds. The methods
perform similarly at a fixed sampling rate, where SURE and AMLD tend to overblur, and Mehta has some
residual noise.
Rousselle et al. [5] also build on SURE error estimation and cross-bilateral filtering. Instead of minimizing
error by varying the spatial filter support, they carefully design three filters with the same support, but
differing in their other parameters. One filter is tuned to be most sensitive to the noisy color information
and disregards the features, one disregards color and is determined purely by the features, and the third is
in between. These three filters lead to fewer outliers in the error estimate, since error estimation of small
filters, such as in Li et al. [31], is very sensitive to noise. In addition, they propose a feature prefiltering step
to deal with noisy features and introduce two new features to better represent soft shadows due to direct
illumination and caustics. Figure 6 shows the improvements of their approach (Robust Denoising using
Feature and Color Information, “RDFC” in the following, see also Table 1) over Li et al. (SURE).
Similar to the bilateral filter, the guided filter [36] can be applied for edge preserving image denoising. Given
a denoising window, the ground truth image is locally approximated as a linear function of a guide image.
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Figure 5: An equal-sample comparison in terms of ray segments per pixel (rpp) of Mehta et al.’s approach [34] based on a
priori frequency analysis for soft shadows, indirect illumination, and depth of field (main image), with a posteriori techniques (in
close-ups) by Li et al. [31] (SURE) and Kalantari and Sen [1] (AMLD).

The two coefficients of the linear function are estimated by minimizing the L2 error between the linearly
transformed guide and the noisy input image. Bauszat et al. [37] applied the guided filter to reduce noise
generated by Monte Carlo rendering while preserving edges by using geometric features as guide images.
Recently, Moon et al. [6] also used a linear model to approximate the ground truth function locally, but in
addition they weigh the error of each pixel individually based on the features (“LWR” for Local Weighted
Regression, see also Table 1). They introduce an MSE estimate by analyzing bias and variance separately,
and they optimize the parameters used to determine the weights to minimize the MSE at each pixel. Finally,
they deal with noisy features by performing dimensionality reduction via a truncated SVD (Singular Value
Decomposition), and their optimization is solved on the local features with a reduced dimensionality. As
shown in Figure 7, their approach achieves high-quality rendering results even in nonlinear functions such
as glossy highlights and defocused areas thanks to the automatic parameter selection and the truncated SVD,
respectively.
Most recently, Kalantari et al. [7] observed there is a complex relationship between the noisy scene data and
the ideal parameters of filters such as cross-bilateral filters and proposed to learn this relationship using a
nonlinear regression model. To do this, they used a multilayer perceptron neural network and combined it
with a matching filter during both training and testing. They trained it in an offline process on a set of noisy
images of scenes with a variety of distributed effects. Then at run-time, they used the trained network to
drive the filter parameters for new test scenes to produce filtered images that approximate the ground truth.
This learning-based filtering approach (LBF) produces high-quality results in only a few seconds that are
superior to the previous methods, as shown in Fig. 8.
The methods discussed so far in this section use features that are obtained directly as byproducts of usual
Monte Carlo rendering. As an interesting alternative, Moon et al. [38] proposed a new feature, a virtual
12
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Figure 6: Equal-time comparison of Rousselle et al. [5] (RDFC, main image) and Li et al. [31] (SURE, in close-ups). RDFC is
more robust to noisy error estimates, and it includes a feature to capture soft shadows from direct illumination, which leads to
significant quality improvements.

flash image, which serves as an edge-stopping function. The virtual flash image is motivated by flash
photography [29, 30] where a flash image provides high-frequency information of the noisy input image
taken without a flash. To emulate the flash image in rendering, they put an additional light source on the
viewing position and construct the virtual image through an actual shading. This simple idea provides a
means to capture a wide set of edges such as reflected and refracted edges with little computational overhead
since it is performed by reusing a subset of light paths. Furthermore, they define homogeneous pixels as
neighboring pixels whose sample means are within a confidence interval of the true mean at the center pixel.
By restricting the denoising to homogeneous pixels, they preserve additional edges (e.g., caustics) that the
flash image does not include, and they obtain consistent denoising results that converge to the ground truth.
Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the a posteriori methods cited in this section. This table
does not list the light transport effects supported, since all cited methods are generic (though some, like
Dammertz et al. [21], give bad results if their assumption of noise free features is violated). A commonality
of all methods discussed here is that they reconstruct pixel values by building (locally adaptive) weighted
averages of complete Monte Carlo path samples. While this is particularly simple, it could be further
generalized to aggregating partial paths that do not immediately connect a light source and the image sensor.
For example, photon mapping [39] and its generalizations [40–42] aggregate several “light subpaths” (partial
paths connected to light sources) when connecting to individual “eye subpaths” (partial paths connected
to the image sensor). The lightcuts algorithm builds adaptive hierarchies of light subpaths, and connects
these to individual [43] or groups of eye subpaths [44] while respecting a desired error bound. It may be
interesting to investigate extensions of the algorithms summarized here to operate on light subpaths also,
instead of requiring complete path samples.
There is also room to explore between the extremes of working in 2D image space, like most methods
discussed here, and the full high-dimensional path space [19]. For example, deCoro et al. [45] represent
samples in a joint image and color space to detect and reject outlier samples in this 5D space. Finally, while all
reconstruction methods discussed here are driven (implicitly) by (weighted) L2 errors, one could generalize
this to formulations inspired by total variation methods or compressive sensing. They rely on sparse error
norms that have proven to provide visually more convincing results, for example, in image restoration [46].
While some methods based on compressive sensing have been proposed for rendering [47, 48], it is likely
13
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Figure 7: Moon et al. [6] (LWR, main images) use weighted local regression to estimate the denoised output. At equal render
times, LWR shows better results on a variety of rendering effects compared to naive low-discrepancy sampling (LD), Li et al. [31]
(SURE), and Sen and Darabi [3] (RPF, all in close-ups). This figure is modified from Moon et al. [6].

that the full potential of these techniques has not been realized yet.
4.3

Discussion and Conclusions

Image space “a posteriori” methods forego analytic analysis for statistical error estimation based on acquired
samples. They are typically ignorant of the underlying rendering effects and applicable to arbitrary combinations of light transport phenomena. A key property of these methods is also that they rely on heuristically
defined filters, such as cross-bilateral filters using auxiliary features, which can have arbitrary support shapes
and extend over large image areas. Hence, these methods can be effective at removing noise even in image
regions with intricate structures. In addition, many methods are consistent because their filters are eventually
restricted by the empirical variance of rendered pixel means, which vanishes with increasing sample counts.
It is also relatively straightforward in practice to modify existing renderers to support a posteriori adaptive
sampling and reconstruction, since the required information such as feature images or pixel variances are
available as a byproduct of conventional rendering. As a disadvantage, the most sophisticated reconstruction
filters, like local weighted regression or methods requiring several passes of cross-bilateral filtering, are still
too expensive for real-time applications even using GPU implementations.
The techniques discussed here may well have an impact on CG movie production. Until recently, rasterization-
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LBF

Reference
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776.48×10 -2
0.540

4 spp (48.6 s)
8.82×10 -2
0.788

4 spp (411.2 s)
3.25×10 -2
0.925

4 spp (159.4 s)
10.63×10 -2
0.869

4 spp (58.3 s)
4.71×10 -2
0.895

4 spp (47.2 s)
2.76×10 -2
0.906

4 spp (48.9 s)
2.05×10 -2
0.939

32K spp

Figure 8: Comparison between learning-based filtering (LBF) [7] and several state-of-the-art algorithms on the K I T C H E N scene
rendered at 4 spp. Note that the ground truth image is still noisy even at 32K spp. NLM [4] is a color-based method which does not
keep geometry or texture detail. RPF [3], SURE [31], RDFC [5], and LWR [6] use additional scene features such as world positions
and shading normals to keep the details. However, they often do not weight the importance of each feature optimally, resulting in
under/over blurred regions or splotches in the final result. LBF [7] preserves scene detail and generates a higher-quality, noise-free
result faster than most other methods. The relative mean squared error (RelMSE) and structural similarity (SSIM) index are listed
below each image. Larger SSIM values indicate better perceptual quality.

based pipelines, such as Pixar’s REYES architecture, have been the norm, with the notable exception of Blue
Sky Studios, which used ray tracing on all of its productions. However, we are currently seeing an industrywide shift to physically based Monte Carlo rendering, spearheaded by Solid Angle’s Arnold renderer that
is now used in a wide array of productions. Pixar is introducing a new Monte Carlo rendering pipeline,
RIS, in its RenderMan software. Walt Disney Animation Studios (WDAS) developed its own Monte Carlo
renderer, Hyperion, and Weta Digital recently introduced its renderer, Manuka. These renderers come in
addition to existing ones, such as Mental Ray from Mental Images (now NVIDIA) and V-Ray from Chaos
Group, both of which are readily integrated in professional production tools. With this shift to Monte Carlo
rendering comes a strong interest for robust adaptive rendering solutions, and denoising in particular. For example, Anderson and Meyer from Pixar proposed a statistical technique based on PCA to denoise animation
sequences [50]. Goddard, from Image Engine, recently presented the denoising technique they developed
for the production of Elysium [51]. WDAS also used denoising in the production of Big Hero 6, which
proved to be crucial for reaching production deadlines, and Pixar is currently investigating various denoising
alternatives for its own productions. These production environments bring new constraints and demands
that stretch the capabilities of existing methods and will hopefully foster new research.
Although some of the methods described here have been extended to filter animation sequences, we believe
this is the area that provides biggest potential for further quality improvements. It would also be tempting
to try to combine the advantages of a priori methods, like taking advantage of sheared structures in light
fields, and a posteriori techniques, like the complex filter shapes. Methods for real-time rendering still lag
the quality of off-line methods, and more effort should be spent on trying to close this gap. Finally, there
is a variety of techniques and methodologies that remain largely unexplored in the context covered by this
survey, including the use of data-driven and learning-based approaches, or general frameworks for sparse
sampling and reconstruction based on work in compressive sensing and matrix completion. From a more
theoretical perspective, an important open question is also whether lower bounds on the number of samples
can formally be proved.
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Table 1: Summary of the main characteristics of the a posteriori methods cited. In the “ASR” column, “S” stands for adaptive
sampling, and “R” for adaptive reconstruction. Methods performing both (“SR”) also support iteratively adjusting the sampling
density and adding more samples. The “Metric” column indicates the error metric used to guide adaptive sampling or reconstruction.
If it is empty the method does not adapt to any error estimate. In the “Reconstruction” column, an additional “∗ ” identifies methods
that leverage information contained in feature buffers. The last column “Acr.” lists acronyms used in the comparison figures.
Method
Mitchell 1987 [9]
Rushmeier and Ward 1994 [15]
Bolin and Meyer 1998 [13]
MccCool 1999 [16]
Ramasubramanian et al. 1999 [14]
Farrugia and Péroche 2004 [49]
Xu and Pattanaik 2005 [26]
Hachisuka et al. 2008 [19]
Overbeck et al. 2009 [17]
Dammertz et al. 2010 [21]
Bauszat et al. [37]
Rousselle et al. 2011 [18]
Sen and Darabi 2011, 2012 [2, 3]
Rousselle et al. 2012 [4]
Li et al. 2012 [31]
Kalantari et al. 2013 [1]
Rousselle et al. 2013 [5]
Delbracio et al. 2014 [27]
Moon et al. 2014 [6]
Kalantari et al. 2015 [7]

ASR Metric
S
R
S
R
S
S
R
SR
SR
R
R
SR
R
SR
SR
SR
SR
R
SR
R

Reconstr.

Contrast
Variance
Perceptual
Variance
Perceptual
Perceptual
Contrast
Contrast
MSE (bias, var.)
Mutual inf.
Variance
MSE (SURE)
Variance
MSE (SURE)
χ2
MSE (bias, var.)
machine learning (MLP)

Acr.

uniform
splatting
uniform
aniso. diff.∗
uniform
uniform
bilateral
SS nearest neighbor
wavelet
wavelet∗
local regr.∗
Gaussian
bilateral∗
RPF
NL-means
NLM
bilateral∗
SURE
gen. denoising
AMLD
bilateral∗
RDFC
NL-means
local regr.∗
LWR
bilateral∗ , NL-means∗ LBF
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Appendix
Code for the following methods is available online (retrieved May 2015):
• Hachisuka et al. 2008 [19]:
http://www.ci.i.u-tokyo.ac.jp/˜hachisuka/mdas.zip
• Egan et al. 2009 [28]:
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/cg/mb/
• Overbeck et al. 2009 [17]:
http://www1.cs.columbia.edu/˜rso2102/AWR/
• Rousselle et al. 2011 [18]:
http://www.cgg.unibe.ch/downloads/asr-auxiliary.zip/at_download/file
• Sen and Darabi 2011, 2012 [2, 3]:
http://dx.doi.org/10.7919/F4MW2F28
• Li et al. 2012 [31]:
http://www.cmlab.csie.ntu.edu.tw/project/sbf/
• Rousselle et al. 2012 [4]:
http://www.cgg.unibe.ch/downloads/nlm-code-data.zip/at_download/file
• Kalantari and Sen 2013 [1]:
http://dx.doi.org/10.7919/F47P8W9K
• Moon et al. 2013 [38]:
http://sglab.kaist.ac.kr/VFL/
• Rousselle et al. 2013 [5]:
http://www.cgg.unibe.ch/downloads/pg2013_code_data.zip/at_download/file
• Moon et al. 2014 [6]:
http://sglab.kaist.ac.kr/WLR/
• Kalantari et al. 2015 [7]:
http://dx.doi.org/10.7919/F4CC0XM4
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Tentative Course Slides
The next pages include a tentative version of the slides that will be used for this course.
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At their core, Monte Carlo algorithms use stochastic processes to calculate
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1

When doing image space adaptive rendering, we have two core strategies that we can
leverage to reduce the variance of Monte Carlo renderings which I’ll demonstrate with this
simple scene.
The first strategy, shown on the left, is to simply increase the sampling rate. The second
strategy is to use a larger reconstruction filter.
In practice, using a higher sampling rate gives sharp results but is computationally
expensive. Using a larger reconstruction filter on the other end is cheap, but produces
blurry results.
For instance, the lines on the floor, in the red circle, are now completely blurred out, which
is clearly not acceptable. However, on the animal body, in the yellow circle, the
reconstruction looks fine, since the region is actually very smooth.
The goal of adaptive rendering will be to combine these two strategies in a way that they
complement each other’s strength: using larger reconstruction filters whenever possible,
and otherwise reverting to higher sampling rates.
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Here is the plan of the presentation. I will first present the core adaptive framework which
is at the heart of most recent adaptive rendering methods.
I will then cover in more detail one possible implementation of this framework based on
the joint NL‐Means filter. Starting from the original NL‐Means filter, we will see how we
can gradually improve its performance through multiscale filtering and leveraging more
information from the rendering process.

4

Here are the two core steps of the framework: the adaptive sampling and the adaptive
reconstruction.
We start with an initial noisy sample set.
We then feed this sample set into a black box, out of which will come a reconstruction.
We will then estimate the residual error in this reconstruction, which we’ll use to drive the
next sampling pass. This residual error corresponds to the residual variance left after
filtering and the bias introduced by the filtering.
We will not discuss the problem of adaptive sampling today, for the purpose of this
presentation it is enough to know that we distribute more samples in regions with larger
residual errors. Actually, the amount of samples taken is proportional to the expected
reduction in error that these new samples would bring.
Finally, these new samples are added to the initial set.
We can then keep on iterating over these steps until we run out of our time or sample
budget. We could alternatively use an error threshold to detect convergence.
The main freedom we have in this framework is what we put in this black box. But for now,
we’ll start with a simple filterbank of isotropic Gaussian filters.
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Our filterbank consists of five isotropic Gaussian filter with increasing bandwidths.
Our first goal will now be to figure out which of these five scales gives us the best
reconstruction, on a per‐pixel basis.
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Using the following color scheme, this is what the scale selection looks like. We will see in a
minute how this selection was performed.
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We now take the first scale, and we take the pixels where it was selected, that is, the pixel
that are black in the scale selection, and move them to the reconstruction.
Again for the second scale, we move all pixels where this scale was selected to the
reconstruction.
We then do the same for the third, fourth and fifth scales.
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At this point, the main question left is how to perform the scale selection.
Our goal in this selection will be to minimize the mean squared error, which is the sum of
the filtered output variance and squared bias.
As you see in this plot, the variance decreases monotonously as we move from the finer
scales to the coarser scales.
The squared bias however increases as we go to coarser scales and the MSE, which is the
sum of the two, is minimized in this case at the third scale.
Given this observation, the scale selection process is now straightforward, we simply select
the scale at which the MSE starts increasing.
Naturally, the challenge will be in estimating the MSE, and we will come back to this
question later on, but for now let us just assume that we have access to this information.
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Here is now a result that can be obtained using this adaptive framework, using a filterbank
of isotropic Gaussian filters.
This is a scene that features depth of field and area lighting.
In the middle, we show the scale selection, where black corresponds to the finest scale,
that is, the smallest filter bandwidth, and white corresponds to the largest filter bandwidth.
You’ll notice that we use larger bandwidths in regions that are out of focus or locally
smooth, while we use small bandwidths along edges in the regions in focus.
The sampling map on the right, essentially mirrors the scale selection: we are putting more
samples along edges in focus, while smooth regions and out of focus regions use a much
lower sampling rate.
In practice this result is closely related to adaptive rendering methods based on frequency
analysis, where the goal was to figure out the optimal per‐pixel filter bandwidth and
sampling rate according to the sampling theorem, except that we get to this result by
minimizing the MSE.
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Here is a close‐up view of a character head in focus with some hard edges, while the
ground shows a smooth shadow due to area lighting.
On the right, we have an equal rendering time using standard Monte Carlo rendering with
random samples.
Even though we use fewer samples, we still get a significantly better image in the end.
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And here is a comparison with a ground truth rendering using 4000 samples per pixel.
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Going back to our framework, let’s now see what we could do to improve the
reconstruction itself.
This is actually the main advantage of image‐space a posteriori methods: we have a wide
range of powerful filters that we can leverage in order to get a better reconstruction using
the same input sample set.
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I will now describe such an implementation using the joint NL‐Means filter.
Again, this implementation leverages concepts that are common to many other
implementations.
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Let us go back for a moment to the core problem of image‐based denoising.
We have here the lena image to which we added Gaussian noise.
Our goal will be to reconstruct each pixel as a weighted average of its neighborhood.
Here are the neighborhood before we added the noise, and the corresponding ideal filter
weights. These weights were computed by generating 10 thousand noisy versions of the
lena image and computing the weights that gave the overall best reconstruction on this
whole set.
There are two things to notice about these weights. First, they differ drastically from pixel
to pixel. Second, the shape of the weights often cannot be approximated using simple
filters like a Gaussian filter, even an anisotropic one.
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In practice, we do not have access to perfect information, but we would still like to use a
filter that can approximate them as well as possible.
For this, we’d like to use a filter that is both flexible and robust.
A “flexible” filter is a filter that can take irregular weights such as those shown on the
previous slide.
A “robust” filter is a filter that has as few denoising artifacts as possible.
One filter that fits the flexibility requirement is the bilateral filter, unfortunately it is not
really robust to noise as we can see here. Even though we managed to remove some of the
noise, the output is still fairly grainy.
Instead, we will make use of the non‐local means filter, initially proposed by Buades et al. in
2006, which is a generalization of the bilateral filter that greatly improves its robustness to
noise.
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Let us now see how the NL‐Means filter operates.
The goal of the filtering process is to compute the reconstructed value of a pixel p as a
weighted of its neighborhood. We have here the pixel p and one its neighbors q.
We now want to compute the weight of w(p,q) of the contribution of q to p. The weight will
be based on the affinity between these two pixels, as measured using a generalized
distance d. This distance has two components:
‐ A spatial component, measured in pixels. In this case we simply restrict ourselves to a
square neighborhood of side 2r+1.
‐ A range component, that measures the difference between the two pixel values. This
difference is actually noisy, since our input is noisy.
In practice, because of the noise in our input, the squared difference between the two pixel
values will be positively biased. We can however cancel out this bias by subtracting the
variance of the squared difference. Note that we assume that the noise in the two pixels is
uncorrelated.
We then normalize the squared difference by dividing it by the same variance, which we
multiply by a user parameter k, which allows the user to control the aggressiveness of the
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filter. A larger k value gives a more aggressive filter.
Finally we add a small epsilon to prevent divisions by zero.
Now that we have the distance between the two pixel values, we can compute the weight
using an exponential function that ensures that the weight rapidly goes down to zero as the
distance increases.
Up to this point, this description also corresponds to the behavior of the bilateral filter, but
the NL‐Means filter now adds a key step: distances will be computed (and then averaged)
over square patches of side 2f+1.
Setting f=0 corresponds to the behavior of the bilateral filter, which gives the grainy output
that we have already seen previously. Setting f=3 gives this much improved result. The
improvement comes from the fact that our patches consist of 7x7 pixels, which gives us 49
distinct distance evaluations that are averaged together. The averaging greatly reduces the
distance estimation variance, yielding more robust weights and therefore a more pleasing
output.
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Now that we know how this NL‐Means filter operates, let us see how we can apply it to our
Monte Carlo renderings.
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The first issue we will face is that the variance of Monte Carlo renderings is not uniform
across all pixels, but the NL‐Means filter formulation assumes uniform variance.
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Here is the squared distance computation used in the NL‐Means filter.
We will start by replacing the 2sigma2 at the numerator by the sum of the variance at pixels
p and q. In practice though, for pixel q, we will use the minimum between the variance at p
and q. This is useful to prevent noisy bright regions from growing into darker ones.
At the denominator, we will simply replace the variance sigma2 by the variance at p.
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The new step will be to estimate the variance of the pixel means in our rendering.
When using random samples this can be trivially done by directly computing the sample
mean variance, if we assume the variance of all samples falling within a pixel to be
constant.
This gives the result shown on the right.
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In practice however we usually use correlated samples in Monte Carlo rendering in order to
reduce the variance of the integrator. We could be using stratified sampling, low‐
discrepancy sampling or even Metropolis Light Transport.
With correlated samples, the sample mean variance formula is not applicable, and we
instead propose to use a simple approach which consists of rendering two images using
different random number generator seeds.
Even though we could not separately compute the variance of these two images, since
each was obtained using correlated samples, we can compute the variance of their mean,
since using different RNG seeds ensures that the noise is uncorrelated between the two
images.
We compute the variance of the mean by taking the squared difference between the two
images divided by 4. This yields an extremely noisy (but unbiased) variance estimate, which
is unsurprising given that it was computed from a 2‐sample population: the two
independent images.
The variance of our variance estimate is problematic since we will significantly under‐
estimate the variance for many pixels. All pixels with a dark value in the variance map
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correspond to pixels where the variance is estimated to be very low. This will effectively
prevent the filter from properly removing the noise.
We can solve this issue by simply applying a 5x5 box filter to our noisy variance estimate, and
taking the maximum between the box filtered variance and the initial variance estimate.
Taking the maximum of these two is useful because we want to preserve positive outliers in
the variance estimation, since these corresponds to outliers in the image buffer which have
very different values from their neighbors, and the high variance estimate ensures that these
outliers will be filtered out.
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Given the new formulation of the NL‐Means distance computation and our variance map,
we are now ready to apply this filter to our Monte Carlo rendering.
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This is the result we obtain on this crop. Overall, we get a nice smooth output, while
preserving the strong edges of the scene.
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Let us now look at a different crop of the same scene.
In this crop, we see a chandelier hanging from the ceiling. This part of the scene is lit by
indirect illumination and it has a high level of noise and a relatively low contrast.
Using the NL‐Means filter on this region again yields a smooth output, but in practice we
blurred out all the geometric details of the scene, and the final result is not satisfying.
This illustrates a fundamental limitation of image‐space denoising techniques leveraging
the pixel color: if the signal is drowned in noise, it cannot be properly reconstructed, since
there is no way of detecting what are actual edges to be preserved and what is noise.
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Fortunately, in the rendering context we have access to a lot of information about the
scene beyond the pixel color.
For instance, we can extract the normal and albedo buffers, shown here. These are
obtained as a by product of the rendering process and nicely capture both the geometric
details of the scene, as well as the basic appearance of the materials. Furthermore, at the
same sampling rate, these are virtually noise free.
We can now leverage these feature buffers in a joint filtering scheme. Instead of simply
measuring the difference between two pixel values according to the pixel color, we will also
measure the difference between pixel normals and pixel albedos . We then use the most
constraining of these measured differences to compute the filter weights in order to
preserve the edges encoded in these buffers.
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Here is the result, on the left, of this joint filtering scheme, where we see that we
significantly improved the reconstruction of the fine details of the scene, despite using the
same set of samples as input.
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The joint filtering example we just saw assumed that the auxiliary feature buffers were
noise free, which is not necessarily the case. These feature buffers could have variance
because of aliasing within a pixel, depth‐of‐field (as is the case in this example), or motion
blur.
If we directly make use of the noisy normal buffer to guide the filtering of the pixel color,
we get the result on the right. While we did remove most of the noise, the noise structure
of the normal buffer has be transferred to the output.
We can solve this issue by simply prefiltering the normal buffer, and then using this filtering
normal buffer to guide the denoising of the pixel color, which gives a smoother output as
seen on the bottom‐right result.
This approach can be seen as a way of breaking down the overall denoising problem into
simpler problems. The normal buffer in this case only suffers from noise due to the depth‐
of‐field, and the signal to noise ratio is still fairly good and we can get a good
reconstruction of the normal buffer. Having solved the simple problem of reconstructing
the normal buffer then helps us solve the more challenging problem of reconstructing the
pixel color.
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Let us now go back to our framework overview.
Having filtered our noisy input set, we now need to estimate the residual error of the
reconstruction in order to drive the adaptive sampling. In practice, we will use the Mean
Squared Error (MSE) of the reconstruction as an error metric.
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We will compute the error of the filter output using SURE, which is an unbiased estimator
of the MSE.
The use of SURE in the context of denoising Monte Carlo rendering was first proposed by Li
and colleagues in a recent SIGGRAPH Asia paper, though SURE has been used previously in
other fields to optimize filter parameters.
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SURE stands for Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimate. In order to introduce SURE, let us first look
at the definition of the MSE.
The MSE is given by the squared difference between the filter output û(p) and the
converged pixel value f(p). Of course, in practice we do not have access to the converged
pixel value since it is precisely what we are trying to compute.
We however have access to the input noisy pixel value, so we can replace f(p) with u(p). In
itself this is not really helpful though. Consider the case of the identity filter where û(p) =
u(p). In this case, the measured error (û(p)‐u(p))2 would be 0, suggesting that we have a
perfect filter, whereas we simply have a filter that does nothing.
SURE therefore adds a second term, using the derivative of the filter with respect to its
input, that addresses this problem.
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SURE therefore adds a second term, using the derivative of the filter with respect to its
input, that addresses this problem.
The first thing we can say about this second term is that it is equal to 0 whenever the
variance of u(p) is 0, that is, if we give a converged image as a reference in SURE, we fall
back on the MSE formula..
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We will now simply give an intuition on the second term of the SURE equation, using two
extreme cases.
The first case is the identity filter that we mentioned previously. With the identity filter, the
derivative of the filter output with respect to its input is 1. Let us now see how this affects
the two terms of SURE:
‐ The first term is now equal to zero.
‐ The right term is now equal to Var[u(p)].
The output of SURE for the identity filter is that the error of the output is the error of the
input, that is, the variance of the input.
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The second case is the constant filter where û(p) = C, that is, the filter output is
independent of the input. In this case, the derivative of the filter output with respect to its
input is zero.
Let us now see how this affects SURE:
‐ The second term is now equal to –Var[u(p)].
The output of SURE for the constant filter is that the error of the output is the squared
difference of between the output and the input minus the variance of the input. Again, this
is the expected behavior, since the input has some variance that will positively bias the
squared difference. We cancel out this bias by subtracting the variance.
In practice the derivative of the filter output with respect to its input can be seen as a way
of interpolating between these two extreme cases.
In order to use SURE to estimate the MSE of our joint NL‐Means filter, we need its
derivative with respect to the input, which we will simply compute using finite difference.
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Now that we have a way of estimation the MSE of the joint NL‐Means filter output we can
not only use it to drive the adaptive sampling stage, but also to perform scale selection in a
multiscale filtering scheme.
We will illustrate this approach on this example of a glossy teapot on top of a bump
mapped floor.
The bump map on the floor is difficult to distinguish from the noise, but are reliably
encoded in the normal buffer and we would therefore want to give more importance to the
feature buffers in this case.
On the other hand, the highlight on the teapot handle is due to a second bounce of indirect
illumination and is not captured by any of our feature buffers, so we will have to rely on the
pixel color to reconstruct it.
We propose to use three scale for this purpose. The first scale is more sensitive to color
details, while the third one is more sensitive to feature details. The second scale offers a
balance between these two. Notice how the glossy highlight is blurred out in the third
scale, was the grainy texture on the ground is better preserved.
The scale selection, in the top right, shows the per‐pixel weights of the three scales. The
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red, green, and blue channels indicate the weights of the first, second, and third scales. As
you can see, we primarily make use of the third scale on the ground, but make use of the
second scale in regions with glossy highlights, since these are only captured by the pixel
color. Also, we rarely make use of the first candidate filter, which is mostly useful in complex
regions and regions that are nearly converged.
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Here is the final result on the teapot scene, compared to an equal time rendering using
standard Monte Carlo rendering with low‐discrepancy sampling.
Again, despite using fewer samples, we obtain a result of significantly better quality.
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This is a comparison with a ground truth rendering.
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This animation highlights the temporal coherence of our method.
On the left, we have the unfiltered noisy input, and on the right the result of our spatial
filtering, where each pixel value is computed as a weighted average of its neighborhood.
However, we have quite a bit of temporal flickering due to the residual low‐frequency noise
in out output.
We can trivially extend this approach to space‐time filtering, where we filter not only
spatially, but also across frames. This enforces some temporal coherence, since adjacent
frames are reconstructed from overlapping sets of input samples, and significantly reduces
the amount the flickering.
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I’m now ready to conclude.
I’ve presented you with a set of three image‐space adaptive rendering methods, the last of
which offers state of the art results.
This class of methods have been surprisingly neglected for a long time, and most of the
research has been done in the last five years. However, despite being conceptually very
simple, these methods are also very effective. And this combination of simplicity and
effectiveness is a great part of their appeal.
They also have the advantage of having a low computational overhead, but more
importantly, they preserve the generality of MC path tracing. I think this is the most
important point, since this generality is the main reason why people are interested in MC
path tracing to begin with.
In terms of application, I think these methods will greatly facilitate the deployment of MC
path tracing in production environments, and that they will be the key to enabling realtime
and interactive MC path tracing.
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I will only briefly talk about the adaptive rendering.
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In this work, we aim to compute visually pleasing results for MC generated
images.
There can be different methods for the goal. In our case, we aim to design an
image filtering tailed to MC rendering.
Suppose that we use a simple Gaussian filter on the image. It has a parameter,
bandwidth parameter, $h$. Also, suppose that we have an image of black/white
with random noise.
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If we use a small bandwidth, say, 0.3, we fail to generate a smooth image, i.e.,
we have a high variance compared to its reference image containing black/white
with the sharp edge.
Fortunately, we have a small bias on the edge with the small bandwidth. This
means that we have a small bias error.
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On the other hand, when we use a large bandwidth value, we get much
smoother image, low variance.
Unfortunately, we get a high bias on the edge.
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The main problem is how to optimally choose bandwidths on different regions
of the image.
Ideally, we want to set high bandwidth on smooth regions, while setting smaller
bandwidth on edge regions.
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Especially, we estimate the MSE for each pixel without relying upon the
reference image, and compute our bandwidth map, as shown in the slide; white
values in the map indicates large bandwidth values.
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We then allocate more samples on regions with high MSE values.
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Our first observation is that image values look very noise according to image
space, as a low dimensional feature space.
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But, when we use a higher dimensional feature space, in this case, one including
the texture intensity, the output value linearly dependent on the texture feature.
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As a result, we use a high dimensional vector space, typically including image
space, texture, normal, commonly available at the G-buffer.
We then assume a linear regression function whose coefficient are alpha and
beta.
The main question is how to optimally chose bandwidth parameters. In our
formulation, we especially chose two terms, h and b_j, their products hb_j is the
bandwidth for j th feature element.
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Visually speaking, we try to fit a line on MC samples.
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These are filtered images w/ and w/o considering bandwidth parameters.
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Our main theoretical contributions are on selecting bandwidth parameters
minimizing the MSE values.
WE have found that bias and variance of our linear regression model has useful
asymtotpic relationship.
Please refer to the paper for more details.
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Intuitively, the bias is related to the second derivative of unknown functions.
So, we set smaller bandwidth for higher second derivatives.
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In general a filter takes local primary features as well as filter parameters to
produce filtered pixel. The filter parameters are important and should be
properly estimated.
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In general a filter takes local primary features as well as filter parameters to
produce filtered pixel. The filter parameters are important and should be
properly estimated.
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Direct estimation approaches process the local primary features to produce
a set of secondary features. They then combine these secondary features
through the function G to directly estimate the filter parameters.
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Error minimization techniques try a set of filter parameters and choose the
one with minimum error.
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Since the ground truth pixel value is not known, they use no-reference error
estimates.
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Since the ground truth pixel value is not known, they use no-reference error
estimates.
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In the training stage G is estimated by minimizing the above energy function
on a set of training scenes.
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In the training stage G is estimated by minimizing the above energy function
on a set of training scenes.
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The trained G can then be used to estimate filter parameters for a new test
scene and produce filtered image.
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Our training energy equation has elements from both error minimization and
direct estimation techniques, and thus, have all their advantages.
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